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Abstract-The opposed-jet diffusion flame has been considered with four step reaction kinetics for hydrogen
oxygen system. The studies have revealed that the flame broadening reduces and maximum temperature increases
as pressure increases. The relative importance of different reaction steps have been brought out in different regions
(unstable, near extinction and equilibrium). The present studies have also led to the deduction of the overall
reaction rate constants of an equivalent single step reaction using matching of a certain overall set of parameters
for four step reaction scheme and equivalent single step reaction.

INTRODUCTION

Premixed flames, under certain conditions, are not
suitable for the study of combustion kinetics of
fuel-oxidant systems, mainly because they have
high rates of combustion and small thickness of the
flame zone. To overcome the above problems, the
fuel and oxidant are burnt in a diffusion flame mode
and the flame structure is studied. But in ordinary
diffusion flames (e.g. ordinary Bunsen burner with
inlet vent closed), the heat and mass transfer rates
are usually very low and hence the effect of chemical
kinetics is small and cannot be well understood.
In such situations strong forced convection is
introduced leading to predominant effect of chemi
cal kinetics.

Most of the analytical studies on diffusion flames
are restricted to single step reaction. It is often
mentioned that the differences in the analytical
and experimental results may be due to the fact that
realistic kinetic scheme has not been considered.
Hence it appears worthwhile to investigate the
problem with realistic kinetic scheme. The mechan
ism of hydrogen-combustion has been studied in
great detail and so is considered here.

Da Riva (1966) and Clarke (1968, 1969) have
considered hydrogen-oxygen diffusion flames with
nine steps and four steps respectively and their
results are relevant to near-equilibrium situations.
In the practical situations however, the diffusion
flames operate with high heat release rates and can
be at near-extinction conditions. The analysis by
the above authors cannot be extended to near
extinction conditions. Liu and Libby (1970) con
sidered wall-jet diffusion flames with eight step
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reaction kinetics. They developed numerical pro
cedure using quasilinearization technique for sol
ution of coupled nonlinear differential equations.
Wu and Libby (1972) refined the numerical scheme
so that entire range of solution from frozen to
equilibrium flow could be obtained.

The work to be presented in this paper is con
cerned with three aspects described below:

1) Results of equilibrium solution and effect of
pressure on the equilibrium solution.

2) Investigations on the states of different steps
whether they are near equilibrium or not-on differ
ent branches-unstable, stable and near extinction.

3) Discussion of a methodology for determining
the reaction rate constants for equivalent single step
reaction and the evaluation of the rate constants for
H2-air system.

FORMULATION

The Model and Approximations

Here we consider the opposed-jet geometry. In the
analysis, Fourier's law of heat conduction and
Fick's law of diffusion are taken as valid. It has
been assumed that: (i) the specific heat at constant
pressure is constant, (ii) controlling region of chemi
cal kinetics lies near stagnation point, (iii) jets]"are
of equal diameters and equal velocities, (iv)~'PfL is
constant, (v) Lewis number is unity. Marathe (1975)
has demonstrated that unity Lewis number assump
tion is reasonable after examining experimental
results by Dixon et al. (1973) and Elberius et al.
(1971) on hydrogen-air flames.
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TABLE I

Reaction rate constants pertaining to the different steps in the reaction scheme

Forward rate constants Backward rate constants
kt") = Z/,I) Tn,/,l) exp( - E/(I)jT) kb(lj = Zo(l) Tn,b,!) exp( - Eb,l)jT)

Reaction
Z/,l) I1fO) E/(I) Zb,l) 110(1) Eb,l)

1. H,+M-="H+H+M 18.5 x 10'" -I 54000 101• 0 0

2. H,+OH -=" H,O+ H 3.0 x 1014 0 3200 1.33 x 1015 0 10950

3. O,+H -="OH+O 3.0 x 1014 0 8810 2.48 x 1013 0 660

4. H,+O-="OH+H 3.0 x 1014 0 4030 1.30 x 1014 0 2490

The units of all the rate constants are em- mol"! sec- I except for kb,l) which is em' mol-' sec-', Tin
degrees Kelvin.

Reaction Scheme and Dara

The following four step reaction mechanism, which
is identical to that used by Clarke (1968,1969), has
been considered.

The reaction rate constants used here are the
values given by Ferri et al. (1965) and are tabulated
in Table I, Table 2 shows the data pertaining to the
reaction scheme.

(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

Governing Equations

The governing equations for laminar compressible
boundary layer with similarity transformation can
be written as (see e.g. Lees, 1958; Fay and Riddell,
1958; Jain and Mukunda, 1968)

Here M is any species acting as third body in dis
sociation-recombination Reaction (I). Reactions
(III) and (I V) are bimolecular chain branching
having slight endothermicity, while Reaction (II) is
the propagating step. The reaction scheme can be
considered as moderately realistic since a few third
order reactions are not considered.

TABLE 2

Data for the reaction scheme

Molecular Iii'
Suffix Species weight (M,) kcaljgm

I
r+ff"+--(l_j'2) = 0

(k+ I)

W+fH' = 0

where m, = mass concentration of ith species
6

H = total enthalpy = CpT+LI1I°ml
i=l

Cp = specific heat at constant pressure

(I)

(2)

(3)

I H, 2 0
2 0, 32 0
3 H,O 18 -3.200
4 H I 52.100
5 0 16 3.700
6 OH 17 0.590
7 N, 28 0

T = temperature (OK)

111° = heat of formation of ith species

\i't = mass consumption rate of ith species
per unit volume (see Appendix)
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HYDROGEN-OXYGEN DIFFUSION FLAME 3\

Boundary Conditions

'YJ ~ - 00, ml = 0, n12 = ~,

1113 = 1114 = 1115 = 1116 = 0,

6

H = H- oo = CpT--00+ '2./11 °1111_00,

i=l

1\12 1\13 1\16 1\12
21112- + 1113-+1115+1116- = 2(3-(I-F) (10)

1\15 1\15 1\15 1\15

f'=

where the following nondimensional transform
ations have been used.

'" = O,f= °
7J ~ co, ml = y, Ill'!. = rna = ms = 1115 =

1116 = 0,1117 = I-y,

(4)
T« = (I - T,,-oo)F+Tn-oo

+ B31113+ B41114+ B51115+ B61116 (II)

6

H = n; = cpToo +2}t0ll1too,f' = I
i=1

8(k+ 1)0

4

L(Z/Il+ Zblll)
1-1

82/1'

4

L(Zflll+Zb(l))
1-1

4

L [Zf!J'+Zb(Jl]poo
j-l

D1 = Darnkohler Number = ---,,-----

Sfll) = ------

~(~_ 1I1~ + 1113 _ 1115)

dFJ 1\11 1\12 1\13 1\15

= ~(S/llPl1lt exp( - TaP'/Tn)

(F')2 Pool\1tl\1ooT

The set of the governing equations with potential
flow approximation (f = ",) and conserved property
equations (Spalding, 1962) can be written as (for
detail algebra see Marathe, 1975),

d
2

(1113) o. { P 1111 1116
- - = -- Sp'- ---exp(-TaP'/T")
dFZ 1\13 (F')2 poo 1\111\16

(6)

Here F = 1/2[1 +erf(",/v2)] transformation is used
to change the independent variable (",) range from
(- 00 to 00) to independent variable (F) range
(0 to I).

~(~)
dFJ 1\12

Boundary Conditions

F = 0, 1111 = 0, 1112 = (3,

1117 = 1-(3, T" = Tn-oo

F = 1,1111 = y, 1112 = 1113 = 1114 = 1115 = 1116 = 0,

!:-.(~+ 111
5)

dFJ 1\12 1\15

1117 = I-y, Tn = 1.0
(12)

(8)

Solution

I) Equilibrium Solution Equilibrium model is
represented by D1 -+ 00, leading to the result that
forward and backward reaction rates are equal.
This solution does not show any discontinuity of
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concentration and temperature gradients. This
model shows the broadening of the flame, which is
called "equilibrium broadening". The flame width
can be represented by the region where the tem
perature profile shows significant curvature. To get
the equilibrium solution bracketed terms in Eqs. (5)
to (8) are set to be equal to zero. Along with these
four conditions, Eqs. (9) to (II) are solved for
various values of F. To solve these seven transcen
dental equations for seven 'unknowns, Newton's
method for multivariables has been used. The
iterations are continued till the accuracy of0.01 per
cent is obtained in all the seven variables.

. The solution of differential equation gives:

= - F*(I- F*)Ll* (13)

(IS)

(17)

-F*(I-F*)L3*

/3

x {St(llp*m1* exp( - Tatill/Tn*)

pmT*MIMm*

where F* = flame position

and so on.
Thus the final set of equations to be solved is

given by Eqs. (13) to (16) and (9) to (11) which are
seven in number with eight unknowns i.e., mt*
(i = 1 to 6), Tn* and 01.

Thus, if we assume the value of one of the un
knowns at flame position (F*), the values of the
other unknowns can be determined by solving
seven (linear and nonlinear transcendental) equa
tions. For ease of computation, the value of Tn* has
been assumed to be between the frozen and equi
librium values in steps and the values of the other
unknowns are subsequently determined. Here again
Newton's method has been used for the solutions of
nonlinear equations with multivariables.

LJ*(j = I to 4) are right hand sides of Eqs. (5) to
(8) calculated at flame position, for example

2) Finite Kinetics, All the possible nonequilib
rium solutions must lie between the frozen solution
(0, -+ 0) and equilibrium solution (01 -+ 00). It
may be noticed that Wu and Libby (1972) solved
the problem of wall jet-diffusion flame with a rather
general kinetic scheme. In their example, however,
the injection rate was rather small (-fw~0.0932).
The present problem is in a sense an extreme limit
of wall jet diffusion flame with the nondimensional
injection parameter (-lw/f"(O)) tending to infinity.
In the present problem wherein a four step reaction
scheme has been adopted, several numerical tech
niques of solutions were tried, (e.g. trial and error
method, quasilinearization-cubic spline technique)
but not with much success.

Approximate technique such as Modified Flame
Surface Theory (e.g., see Peskin and Wise, 1966;
Mukunda, (968) was utilized to obtain solutions
which could be used for interpretation of the vari
ous chemical kinetic effects. It is believed that these
solutions form a fairly accurate representation of
the actual behaviour, certainly qualitatively, pre
sumably even quantitavely. The extinction:"
ignition phenomena which is due to finite 01 can be
studied with this approximate analytical method.

In single step, irreversible reaction kinetics, the
flame position is governed by the condition of
stoichiometric ratio of fuel and oxidant mass
fluxes. But in the present analysis four reversible
step mechanism is considered for which straight
application of above condition is not possible as we
cannot precisely differentiate the fuel, oxidant and
product species. So it is assumed here that the
flame position is governed by the overall irreversible
reaction, namely H2+ 1/202 --+ H20. The justifi
cation for this assumption comes from the result of
Clarke (1968) that in the asymptotic limit of
01 -+ 00, the overall reaction is essentially
H2+ 1/202 -+ H20.
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HYDROGEN-OXYGEN DIFFUSION FLAME 53

0.3721

m,co 0 O·05

m~oo 0 0.232

Too 0 too 0 300
0K

If 0 Flame Ihickness

0.36960.3671

1,(poI.O)

1,{poO.I)

0·3646

5.27

5.26

5.28

5.29

5.25 "-'-__--'-'--__---L ---L -..L -'-__---l

0.3621

Tn

F

FIGURE 1 Profiles of temperature with F showing the elfect of pressure in equilibrium kinetics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Equilibrium Model

Figure I contains the vanauon of temperature
(Til) with F for two values of pressures near the
flame position because it is here that there is a
departure from a straight line profile. Flame broad
ening reduces as pressure increases (flame width is
defined for the present purpose as the width over
which temperature profile shows significant curva
ture). Hence, as the pressure increases, the equi
Iibrium solution will approach the flame sheet
solution. This can be ascribed to the supression of
dissociation of H atoms at high pressures. The
equilibrium constant of the first reaction decreases
as pressure increases due to increase of density.

This reduces the equilibrium model to that of flame
sheet.

Variations of concentrations of species are
plotted in Figures (2) and (3) for two different
pressures. The results show that the concentrations
of intermediate species (H, 0, OH) decrease as
pressure increases. In the limit of pressure tending
to infinity we can expect that these concentrations
will tend to zero and equilibrium solution will be
identical to the flame sheet solution. Hence, the
four step reaction scheme will tend to single
irreversible reaction with H2+ 1/202 -+ H20 in the
limit as pressure becomes large. This limit is true in
the assumed reaction scheme only. In actuality
other three body collisions can be expected to be
dominant and the resulting limit may be different.
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Imparlance of Different Steps in Mechanism

rn the four step mechanism considered here,
different reactions will have different states of non
equilibrium-some nearer to equilibrium than
others. Bulewicz and Sudgen (1958) showed that
the second reaction Hz+OH ~ HzO + H is in
equilibrium in premixed one-dimensional hydrogen
flames. Fowler (1962) has suggested that all bimo
lecular processes are in equilibrium because the
forward and backward rates are very large and very
nearly equal to each other. Kaskan (1958) sug
gested that bimolecular reactions reach a state of
equilibrium very quickly beyond the luminous zone.
Clarke (1969) studied a similar reaction scheme
analytically to obtain the reaction broadening (for
the case of large Dl). Using the perturbation tech
nique he found that all bimolecular reactions
(Reactions II, III and IV) are in equilibrium on the
oxidant side while Reactions II and IV are in
equilibrium on the hydrogen side of flame. All
these results show that the recombination process
is rate determining step in the overall kinetics.

The above comments of different authors refer to
situations arising out of their investigations when a
stable flame is present in the system. No study
seems to have been made at near extinction con
ditions. Clarke (1969), for instance, cannot make
any comments on near-extinction conditions since
the asymptotic analysis which he has used is invalid
in this region.

In the present paper, in order to study the prob
lem analytically and in the complete range (unstable
and stable branches) MFST has been used. The
solutions obtained by this technique are plotted as
D: versus Tn*. Now in order to study the role of
each reaction step, each reaction step is individually
assumed to be in equilibrium and MFST solutions
are obtained. Variations of D, versus Tn* are
plotted in Figure 4 (see Table 3). If it is necessary
to obtain the solution, say with second reaction
only, in equilibrium (Case RE2), the equations to be
solved simultaneously are (9), (10), (I I) and (13),
(15), (16) along with L z*= 0). Table 3 shows the
values of Dl.ext and Tn*,ext for different reactions
in equilibrium.

From Figure 4, it is evident that the second and
fourth reaction steps are in equilibrium as there is
deviation of less than 10 percent as far as Ds, ext is
concerned between the Cases REN, RE2, RE4 and
RE24. The third reaction which governs the con
sumption rate of Oz. will be in equilibrium in high
temperature region only, while in the low temper-

m1CO • 0-05

m~CO·O.232

TO) "100 "30d'K

mlCZ)·O,Q!!I

mi:co·O.232

Tal • TO) o3ocfK

QH I p. 1.0)

Olp ·0.0)

-.
'0

-e
'0

H.
o

IO·,----~----------.,

0 ••

H••
OH

Hi' ,------------------,

10· L_~~~:.:L~=::::rr::::::"::::::::::L::::,~....L...c.
O,3Z71 03371 0.3471 0.3571 0·3671 0.3771 a3a71 0.3971

F

FIGURE 2 Profiles of concentrations of 02, H2 and OH
with F showing Ihe effect of pressure in equilibrium
kinetics.

"0
'0 '-_-'-_-'--_-L_.--1_-----'__-'-_

03371 03471 0.3571 03671 0.3771 03871 Q,39n 0.4071

F

FIGURE 3 Profiles of concentrations of 0 and H with F
showing the effect of pressure in equilibrium kinetics.
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HYDROGEN-OXYGEN DIFFUSION FLAME 55

TABLE 3

Effect of different steps in equilibrium on DI Jcx t and T,.* ,ext

p = I aim p = I atm p = 0.5atm p = 1 atm
MFST Tw = T:». = 300 0K T« = T:« = 3000K T« = T:« = 300 0K Tw = T:« = 400 0K

solution mloo = 0.1 mloo = 0.05 m]C1J = 0.05 111100 = 0.1
for 1t/2_w = 0.232 1t/2_w = 0.232 m2_w = 0.232 I1I2_w = 0.232

o.,;« Tn·,ext Dl,eJl;l tv.;; Dl,r!xt Tn·,exl D1.p.xt Tn·,(,Jl:~

REN: NO Reaction 0.753 EI2 3.925 0.254 EI3 3.775 0.267 EI3 3.600 0.396 EI2 2.975
in equilibrium

REI: 1st Reaction 0.436 EI5 5.800 0.209 E17 4.950 0.216 EI7 4.780 0.112 EI5 4.550
in equilibrium
H2+M<->H+H+M

RE2: 2nd Reaction 0.702 EI2 3.925 0.240 EI3 3.800 0.250 EI3 3.625 0.367 EI2 3.000
in equilibrium
H2+0H<-> H20+H

RE3: 3rd Reaction 0.208 E12 3.050 0.504 EI2 2.950 0.669 EI2 2.850 0.102E12 2.120
in equilibrium
02+H<->OH+O

RE4: 4th Reaction 0.726 EI2 3.925 0.246 EI3 3.775 0.259 EI3 3.600 0.381 EI2 2.975
in equilibrium
H2+0<->OH+H

RE24: 2nd and 4th 0.694 EI2 3.925 0.233 EI3 3.800 0.243 EI3 H25 0.353 EI2 3.000
Reactions in equilibrium
H2+0H<-> H20+H
H2+0<->OH+H

ature region this does not seem to be in equilibrium
as differences in the results between RE3 and REN
are large. Selling the third reaction in equilibrium
(Case RE3) will not lead to reasonable prediction
of the extinction characteristics. As far as the
recombination reaction is concerned it is found that
this is not in equilibrium even at high temperatures.
These results agree well with the results of other
workers described earlier.

Similarly, if we plot the variations of concentra
tions of major species (H2, 02, H20) at the flame
position against D: (Figure 5), it is observed that
the conclusions which are drawn earlier are valid
i.e., (i) second and fourth reactions are in equi
librium on stable as well as unstable branch, (ii) the
third reaction is not in equilibrium near extinction
but on stable branch, it can be assumed to be in
equilibrium, (iii) the recombination of H atom
reaction is not in equilibrium even on stable branch.

The above studies imply that the four step reac
tion mechanism can be simplified to one with two

kinetic steps and the other two in equilibrium as
below:

H2+OH <-> H20+ H

H2+O <-> OH+H

The above simplification is a reasonably good
approximation for most applications where detailed
kinetics has to be considered.

Overall Reaction Constants

The simplification of the mechanism as above is still
quite involved for many applications. Most engin
eering analysis of combustion problems assume a
single step reaction or equivalent single step reac-
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5.0

4.0

:3.0

17
10

m lCD " 0.05

m2 "0.232_CD

P " I aIm
TCD • T_ CD "30d'K

2.0

FIGURE 4 Importance of different reaction steps (Tn" versus D1).

The reaction rate of H2 is given by

m(H2)"m(02)P
li'(H2) m = M(H2)ZOp"+P exp( - Eo/RT)

M(H2)"M(02)fI

The problem is now one of estimating Zo, a, f3
and Eo, such that predictions of overall performance
parameter like maximum temperature, Dl.exl for
single step reaction model are in reasonable agree-

a and f3 = orders of reaction with respect
to species H2 and 02.

" ,
Eo = activation energy

Zo = frequency factorwhere

lion (ESSR). For instance, studies on (i) maxi
mum heat release rates in premixed reactions and
(ii) combustion of rocket propellants use this
approximation. Further, the detailed kinetic steps
and their rates have been a subject of many dis
cussions and controversy even today. 'Under these
circumstances it will be useful to examine if an
ESSR which will constitute a good approximation
to the original mechanism can be obtained. The
reference quantities for comparison are certain
overall measurable parameters like extinction con
ditions, maximum flame temperature etc.

The overall reaction in the present case is
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• Points correspond to RE2

ml - 0·05 • m2 -0.232
00 -00

p - I atm

T. - T - 300° K00 -00

I~
10

14
/0

MFST

I
\
\
\
-,

" R E 3<,
<,

------------
01

FIGURE 5 Importance of different reaction steps (m(02)' versus D,).

0.0 I ~12:-------------'--::---------=-=----'-:-:------------'---:-'
10

O.Q9,---------,------------:~-----------,

ment with those for four step mechanism as IS

represented below:
The prediction of parameters of ESSR will there

fore depend on the criterion chosen for comoarison.
The problem can be viewed as a form of "general
ized curve fitting" to estimate unknown quantities.
lt is desirable if all the principal concentration pro
files, temperature profiles for all D, are reproduced.
This, however, is too much to ask for, since number
of unknowns is finite (4), but the number of criteria
to be satisfied is multiply infinite. Hence, it is
imperative that the number of points of compari
sons be reduced. The two criteria which have been
used are (A) the reproduction of DI versus T,,'
profile or (B) A FS versus pressure.

n, versus T n* profiles The actual o, versus T,,*
profile to be reproduced is seen in Figure 4. The

1

1

ESSR

Unknowns
Zoo ~. {3, Eo

For what unknown
values will these
be reproduced?

(A)

(8)

1---_) II Dl versus Tn· loE-
'----;IAFS versus I+-

pressure
1 '

4 Steps
mechanism

Known
kinetic
data

1
---
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J

0.300.25
r

--:r,:
0.20

H • 28800 cOI/Qm of Oz

mlQ)' 0.1

mZm' 0.232

Too • Tm • 30o-K

,r!

10'~ -'-.J....L --'---__

O.I~

0,

Co

FIGURE 6 Plots of (DI/C,) versus (lIT.") for various
values of Lewis numbers.

later. It is to be pointed out that the value of Lewis
number is as yet kept variable and will be chosen
for the profile which gives straight line on In(Dt/CI)
versus IITn* plot. This implies that the equivalent
transformation into a single step reaction, if it
occurs at all, could occur in one with Le other
than unity. From Figure 6 it is clear that Le is less
than unity. The plot shows that in no case is it a
straight line over the entire range of T«* and DI,
though over most of the range it is straight. Further,
values of Tn*,max which actually occur in four
reaction scheme are unapproachable in ESSR since
Le is less than unity.

This implies that this approach of obtaining
ESSR is ruled out, because the data used for
reproduction are overspecified.

(18)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

D1
( Eo )- = exp--

Cl RTIl *

x

r = stoichiometric ratio = 8

H = heat of combustion = 28800 cal/grn of 02

Cp = specific heat at constant pressure = 0.41 call
gmoK.

data on single step reaction are

The M FST solution for single step reaction (for
general Lewis number) is given by (Marathe and
Jain, 1972)

where

Til*= 1/2 {(I + TIl_oo)+(I- Tn-oo)

x erf(Tj*,/(ScI2h/Le)

+ ByLe exp[Tj*zSc(Le-I)/2]

[1-erf2(Tj*y(ScI2)yLe)

[1-erf2(Tj*y(ScI2»]

[I - crf(Tj*y(ScI2» -m(02)*lm(02)-oo]}

X TIl* exp( -Tj*2Sc/2)1

,/"m(llz)*om(oz)*P[1 - erfZ(Tj*v'(ScI2)] (19)

A value of m*(oz) is assumed and Eqs, (19) and
(20) are used to obtain Tn* and CI respectively. D1

can be obtained for any given Ts" from Figure 4,
i.e. the value given by four step reaction mechanism.
Thus, Dt/Cl is obtained against Tn*. The slope of
the curve [In(DIICI) versus IITn* ] will give EolR Too
(Figure 6), the frequency factor can be obtained

Apparent flame strength (AFS) versus pressure (p)
For the equivalent single step reaction (ESSR)

Hz+ 1/20z -7 HzO

with orders of reaction a and f3 with respect to Hz
and 02 respectively, the reaction rate term in the'
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governing equation will be

p(k+ 1)0

where Eo and Zo are activation energy and fre
quency factor respectively for ESSR, n is the overall
order of reaction = a + f3.

First Darnkohler numbers of ESSR is defined as

thus only overall order appears in the rate expres
sion). The procedure for obtaining n is now
described below.

The AFS can be expressed in terms of known
variables as

Z poozd
AFS = PooUoo,ext = ----

(k + I) DI,ext

ZOpoo,,-l
Dlo = ---,-,---,-

(k+l)o

The reaction rate will be

(25)
For axisymmetric stagnation point geometry k =

z u;» d pZ
AFS =-- - -- (31)

(RToo)2 2 Dl,ext

p(k+ 1)0

For axisymmetric jet with diameter 'd', the value
of a, the stagnation velocity gradient (for potential
distribution) is given by

here,

Z = averaged frequency factor for 4-step reac
tion scheme defined by

42: (Zill +Z b(ll)

j-l

8
(/ = U-oo/d = Uoo/d (27) Thus

Thus

(k + I )Poo Us,
(28)

where

PZL
AFS =--

Dl,ext
(32)

At extinction with Dlo = Dlo,ext and (poo, Uoo)ext=
AFS

For a given set of data (m(Hz)oo, Too, m(oz)-oo), poo, p,
hence:

Zop","d
D ° - -,----,--

I .ext - (k+I)AFS

ZMooZd
L = = constant.

2(RToo)Z

Hence for a given set of data (m(Hz)oo, m(oz)-«l,
Too, T-oo), Di.ea is evaluated from four step reaction
scheme and AFS is deduced from expression (31).
p is then varied and corresponding values for AFS
are obtained. It is worth noting that significant
variations of AFS as a function of pressure occur
through the dissociation reaction Hz + M +t 2H + M.
Figure (7) shows the plot of In(AFS/L) versus In(p).
The slope of the curve varies with pressure.

At a pressure of one atmosphere the value of
order of reaction so obtained is 1.92. This value
compares well with a figure of 1.9 quoted by Lewis
and von Elbe (1961). Further, Sawyer and Glass
mann (/969) have performed experiments on deter
mining the order of reaction with respect to fuel
(Hz) by using mixtures with large excess oxidant
(Oa). They showed that an order with respect to Hz
is unity. A combination of these results leads us to
conclude that the order with respect to Oe is 0.92.

(30)

(29)
Zodpoo"

AFS =----
(k+ I) Dlo,ext

Thus

Thus, the slope of In(AFS) versus In(p) will give
us the order of reaction (n). It should be noted,
however, that the individual orders of reactions with
respect to fuel and oxidant are not obtainable as
the corresponding reaction of equivalent single step
is obtained by invoking MFST (the condition of
stoichiometric flux rates of fuel and oxidant at
flame position leads to m(Hz)* = m(oz)*/r and
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1.0 /0
Pressure (pI

FIGURE 7 The variation of AFS with pressure.

m, • 0.05
(Xl

m2 -0.232
-(Xl

T - T - 300
0K

(Xl -(Xl
-12

10

1014 '---....L----L.--.......J-- .....l__-110- 13

0.1

..
p2 AFS P AFS- --

D1exl L
D'exI L

-13
10- 12/0

TABLE 4

Pressure (p) Order of ESSR (II)

Values of order of ESSR at
different pressures

Activation energy (Eo) Instead of tracing the
full curve of In(DI/el ) versus I/TII * for activation
energy as mentioned earlier, the values of DI for
different values of hydrogen concentration in free
stream (ml"') at extinction are matched with single
step reaction. ml'" is varied between 0.05 to 0.25 in
steps of 0.05. M FST solution with four step mech-

2.50
2.38
1.92
1.43
1.00

0.01
0.10
1.00

10.00
100.00

Thus, we obtain that a = 1.0 and f3 = 0.92 (at
normal pressures).

The overall order of reaction becomes much
larger, of the order of 2.5 at low pressures (-0.001
to 0.1 atm. range) and much smaller of the order of
1.0 or so, at pressures of the order of 100 atm.
Potter and Berlad (1956), using burning velocity
and quenching distance criterion to evaluate the
value of overall order of reaction, found that at
pressures less than one atm., the order of global
reaction (H2 +air) is around 2.17. This agrees well
with the values obtained by analytical solutions in
this study. The above selected mechanism is not
expected to be valid at pressures much larger than
60-70 atrns., since three body collisions become
important and most of such reactions have been
excluded in the mechanism considered. Table 4
shows the values of order of reaction at different
pressures.

..
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TABLE 5

Comparison of (D"ext! D" 'Xl,O.O,j versus 111100 obtained by four reaction mechanism and ESSR

Dl,ext/Dl,ext,O.05 for ESSR
o.,ext!o; ext. 0.05

Four Order 1.92 Order 2.0 Order 1.8
reaction

IHl co mechanism Eo = 13200 Eo = 13800 Eo = 14000 Eo = 13800 Eo = 13800

0.05 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.10 0.2966 0.3102 0.3070 0.2920 0.2980 0.3060
0.15 0.1790 0.1834 0.1770 0.1690 0.1735 0.1800
0.20 0.1314 0.1325 0.1275 0.1205 0.1242 0.1300
0.25 0.1065 0.1042 0.1000 0.0945 0.1000 0.1020

Thc unit of Eo is cal/mole

TABLE 6

Values of frequency factor of
ESSR for different 111100

Tn the calculations we have selected the different
values of 1111ro for determining frequency factors,
The values are calculated with Eo = 13.80 kcall
mole, a = I and f3 = 0.92. Table 6 shows values of
Z« for different values of mi«: The average value
2.96 x 1011 shows a maximum departure of 5 per
cent.

anism is used to find DI, ext. Using different values
of activation energy (Eo), Dl,ext is calculated for
single step reaction with unity Lewis number (the
assumption is also used for four step mechanism)
for different 111100 values. The results are obtained
at a pressure of one atm., and overall order of reac
tion as 1.92. Dl,ext!Dl,ext(1111ro = 0.05) versus I11lro
is tabulated (Table 5). This table shows that acti
vation energy lies between 13.2 kcal/rnole and
14.4 kcal/rnole which agrees with the value 16 kcal/
mole given by Fenn and Calcote (1953). Recently
similar procedure has been used by Ablow and Wise
(1974) to determine activation energy.

Further, one would like to know how the predic
tion of activation energy will be affected by a
change of the overall order of reaction. It can be
seen (Table 5) that even with the order of reaction.
taken as 1.8 or 2.0 the prediction of the activation
energy is more or less the same as that correspond
ing to an order 1.92. Thus, even if the overall order
of reaction is not predicted precisely, Eo (activation
energy) appears to be predicted reasonably
accurately.

I1hoo

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25

Average

Frequency factor
zo

3.02 Ell
3.08 Ell
2.96 Ell
2.93 Ell
2.84 Ell

2.96 Ell

Frequency factor (20) Once the activation
energy and order of reaction are determined, the
values of Dv.ea given by four step mechanism and
single step reaction are matched. The ratio of
Dv.e« with these two schemes (four reaction
scheme and ESSR) will give the ratio of frequency
factor as:

Finally we can write the expression for volu
metric consumption rate of species in ESS R
(H2+ 1/2 02 --i> H 20 ) at pressure of one atrn., as

2.96 X 10IlpI.92111(H2) m(02)0.92

M(H2) (M(02))0.92

Dt,ext(single step)

DI,ext(four steps)8

4L (Z/II+ZbllJ)
I-I

Zo=-----
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CONCLUSIONS

Oz+H <= OH+O

Hz+M <= H+H+M
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Based on the work reported here, the following
conclusions can be drawn.

1) The equilibrium broadening increases with a
decrease in pressure.

2a) The four four step mechanism is equivalent
to following simplified mechanism:

Order with respect to H 2(a) = 1.0

Hz+O +-> OH + H

2b) On the stable branch 02+H<=OH+0 is
also in equilibrium.

2c) At all points on Di versus Tn" curve, reaction
involving recombination of H atoms is in non
equilibrium and is the rate determining step.

3) For equivalent single step reaction (ESSR)
H2+ 1/2 02 -+ H20 the kinetic constants are
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Appendix

63

The explicit expressions for consumption terms
associated with the considered model of hydrogen
air system are

reversible steps as follows

li'2" = M2(R3)

1;'3" = M3( - R2)

11'4" = M4(-2Rl-R2+R3-R4)

li'5 = M o( - R3+ R4)

II'." = M.(R2-R3-R4)

Here Rj is rate of progress ofjth reaction, Using the
law of mass action, we can write down Rj for all the


